
Stopping the Job

Time Out for ‘Safety’
or

Time Only for ‘Silence’



Stopping the Job

But only later I thought, wait a minute. That Oil and Gas engineer must have 
had safety moments and safety messaging rammed down his throat for years, 
yet he was going to sit and hope for the best.



Time Out for Safety was introduced offshore during the late 90’s by an engineer assigned to one of the platforms 
in the North Sea. The intent being, all  personnel ‘are obligated’ if you see something that’s not right you can 
(indicate a ‘T’ sign with both hands) and stop the job.. how difficult can that be?...................................…… all the 
evidence suggests very difficult.

It can be hard to identify with individuals that are being described who do not harbor strengths similar to our own. 
To appreciate the concern, you need to put yourself in the shoes of a Floor‐hand or Roustabout. 

Stopping the Job

We have great teams who produce outstanding results, but they can be susceptible to the concerns identified,   
this is not a flaw, it is just part of being human.



People take cues from society, and society has changed over the last 4 decades into a culture where people keep
their distance not wanting to get involved.
• Several cases every year globally people not wanting to get involved
• People on public transport
In the workplace in can be hard for personnel to break away from a societal norm, this is evident as we regularly
see incidents occur with people in attendance yet a TOFS is not called. During investigations.

1. The Bystander Effect – (Passenger Mode)

“nothing to 
do with 

me”

“it’s not my 
concern”

“it must be part 

of the plan”

“they will 
sort it out 

soon”

“the best place to 
holiday at this time of 

year is….”

# IT’S NOT MY BUSINESS

# I DON’T’WANT TO BE 
INVOLVED

# LOOK HOW NICE THE SKY IS

# I NEVER REALLY SAW 
ANYTHING

# MUST I DO SOMETHING

# WONDER WHATS FOR 
SMOKKO



In a group environment when a situation arises that individuals ‘internally’ recognize as not being right, when
no‐one within the group speaks up, individuals ‘internally’ assume everyone else is accepting the situation, and in
turn go along with it. A classic exampleof the “The Emperor’s got no clothes”
‘The Emperor’s New Clothes’ by - H. C. Andersen

This is the biggest contributor that prevents personnel from calling a TOFS, and amazingly with this condition the
more personnel present the less chance anyone will stop the job. When they are under the influence of this
condition even with coaxing there is stil l a reluctance to stop the job.

2. Pluralistic Ignorance

“everyone 
is quiet”

”no one else 
seems to mind”

“……it must

…….be good”

“seems strange, 
but who I am to 

say”

‘this cannot be 
right, but….”



3. Fear





Ingredients that can generate fear

• The project was behind schedule
• If the rig went 30 days behind schedule the drilling company had to start paying the day rate to the oil company

• The Derrick builders stressed they had never in all their years dropped any tool when working at height

3. Fear

After the OIM gave me a STOP card quietly describing his concern……………..…I called a Time Out For Safety

As you can imagine this was not a popular decision.

• The company project supervisor although supportive, slowly  started to challenge the TOFS

• The shipyard project supervisor was not happy
• The shipyard project supervisor was a known aggressive bully

• The shipyard project supervisor had a reputation for attacking other personnel
• The shipyard VSCC morning meetings turned into ‘mourning nightmares’

• The Derrick builders did not work directly for the drilling company who owned the rig and were under immense pressure to
complete their build on time



There were several conversations regarding how we could re start the work 

• Nothing in any company management system would allowthe work to start again unless controls were in place

• After several meetings it was agreed a safety net would be installed at the 30-foot level across the Derrick
• This was going to take 7 days to source and install

• 9 days later after several uncomfortable meetings, discussions and arguments the net was installed

3. Fear





Day 1 
• Nothing dropped
• Several comments to myself “did we catch anything in our net”

• The stress and pressure did not stop

Day 2
• Nothing dropped
• Several comments to myself “did we catch anything in our net”

• The stress and pressure did not stop

Day 3
• Nothing dropped
• Several comments to myself “did we catch anything in our net”

• The stress and pressure did not stop

Day 4
• Nothing dropped
• Several comments to myself “did we catch anything in our net”

• The stress and pressure did not stop

Day 5
• Nothing dropped
• Several comments to myself “did we catch anything in our net”

• The stress and pressure did not stop

3. Fear



Day 6
• 9-inch grinder dropped from the crown

Day 6
• 9-inch grinder dropped from the crown
• 9-inch grinder caught in the safety net

Day 6
• 9-inch grinder dropped from the crown
• 9-inch grinder caught in the safety net

• Silence from everyone
• Apology from the Derrick builder – “I will never work in the Derrick again with people working 

below me unless I have a net installed”



Stopping the Job

Time Out for ‘Safety’
or

Time Only for ‘Silence’

Panel Session


